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Abstract

Here high-speed Digital Holographic Microscopy (DHM) records sperm flagellar waveforms

and swimming paths in 4 dimensions (X, Z, and t). We find flagellar excursions into the Z-

plane nearly as large as the envelope of the flagellar waveform projected onto the XY-plane.

These Z-plane excursions travel as waves down the flagellum each beat cycle. DHM also

tracks the heads of free-swimming sperm and the dynamics and chirality of rolling of sperm

around their long axis. We find that mouse sperm roll CW at the maximum positive Z-plane

excursion of the head, then roll CCW at the subsequent maximum negative Z-plane excur-

sion. This alternating chirality of rolling indicates sperm have a chiral memory. Procrustes

alignments of path trajectories for sequences of roll-counterroll cycles show that path chiral-

ity is always CW for the cells analyzed in this study. Human and bull sperm lack distinguish-

able left and right surfaces, but DHM still indicates coordination of Z-plane excursions and

rolling events. We propose that sperm have a chiral memory that resides in a hypothetical

elastic linkage within the flagellar machinery, which stores some of the torque required for a

CW or CCW roll to reuse in the following counter-roll. Separate mechanisms control path

chirality.

Introduction

Fertilization, the fusion of sperm and egg, is both the beginning of new life and the culmina-

tion of a complex selection of the single fertilizing sperm from among the millions delivered in

the mammalian ejaculate. That selection imposes challenging barriers in the female reproduc-

tive tract opposed by swimming behavior of sperm that allows a small number to reach the site

of fertilization [1–3] and for reviews see [4, 5]. Recognition that unaided fertilization requires

sperm motility has prompted much study of sperm swimming behavior [3, 6, 7], of the flagellar

waveforms that drive it [8–12], of the signaling pathways that control or modify it [13–21],

and of the architecture of the flagellum [22–25], which imposes boundaries on all of the above.

Here our attention is on the flagellar waveform and sperm swimming behavior.

Recent advances in holographic imaging have allowed quantitative examination of the 3D

character of the swimming paths of mammalian [26–28] and invertebrate [29] sperm.
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However, until now no studies report holographic imaging of the sperm flagellum and its

dynamics.

We now apply high-speed holographic imaging to simultaneously examine flagellar wave-

form and swimming paths of sperm from the mouse, bull and human. Several features of the

results are shared by sperm from these sources, but reconstructed image sequences of mouse

sperm are particularly informative because they allow direct observation of the chirality of the

rolling of sperm around their long axis.

Results

DHM records flagellar waveforms of free-swimming and of tethered mouse

sperm

Sharply-focused XY-plane projections can be reconstructed easily from a time series of stored

holographic images collected by DHM [30]. Fig 1A (left) shows the track of the centroid of the

head of a typical free-swimming mouse sperm superimposed on the final frame of the video

record of its time-series of reconstructed images (initial segment in S1 Movie). Such sequences

of images also allow tracing of most of the flagellum. Fig 1A (right) shows traces from the first

flagellar beat cycle (~0.3 s, indicating a beat frequency of ~3 Hz) and shows that the flagellar

beat envelope was ~17 μm for most of its length.

Importantly, the paired x,y coordinates from these flagellar traces allowed interrogation of

the holographic records for the associated Z-plane information. Fig 1B (for a better under-

standing please see also S2 Movie) shows that the Z-plane excursions traveled as a wave down

the flagellum. The envelope of the traveling Z-plane wave (~14 μm) was nearly as large as that

of the ~17 μm envelope of excursions into the XY-plane. The time course of travel of the peak

Z-plane excursion down the flagellum (Fig 1C) indicated that the wave traveled at a mean lin-

ear rate of 421 ± 69 μm s-1 or 140 ± 23 μm per beat cycle. The mean rate for 6 cells from 3

experiments was 126 ± 16 μm per beat cycle, sufficient for the Z-plane wave to pass down the

125 μm length of the flagellum [31] once with each flagellar beat. A new, secondary Z-plane

wave was initiated approximately midway through this sequence, presumably at the transition

between the principal and reverse bends of the flagellum [32] observed in XY-plane

projections.

The flagellar traces from 0.8 s of the video of the reconstructed record sampled in Fig 1A

(S1 Movie) produced a matrix of x, y, z, and t values that allowed visualization of the flagellum

in 4 dimensions. Fig 1D shows the flagellum at the time of the initial trace (at t = 0 s) and its

projections onto the XY-, XZ-, and YZ-planes. The S3 Movie animates the sequence, providing

a four-dimensional (4D) visualization of the flagellum of this free-swimming sperm. The trav-

eling wave of Z-plane excursions (Fig 1B) is readily apparent in this video.

Sperm that are loosely attached (tethered) to the chamber surface at the head pivot about

the point of attachment as the flagellum beats [14, 32]. The lower panel of Fig 1E shows that

the path of the centroid of the head of a tethered sperm formed a small arc, but that the cell

did not progress. As for free-swimming sperm, flagellar traces (upper panel in Fig 1E) pro-

vided x,y coordinates which yielded the associated Z-plane data from the holographic records.

Fig 1F shows that, as for free-swimming sperm, the Z-plane excursions traveled as a wave

down the flagellum. Also like free-swimming sperm, the envelope of the traveling Z-plane

wave (~14 μm) was similar in size to the flagellar beat envelope (shown in Fig 1E). Unlike free-

swimming sperm, the regression lines of the Z-plane excursions for the tethered cell possess

only negative slopes from their origin at the proximal flagellum. Presumably this is a conse-

quence of the cell being attached to the upper surface of the observation chamber. That

Sperm swimming in 4D
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conjecture was supported by the finding that no other objects in the same field of view had Z-

plane coordinates greater than that of the centroid of the head of this cell.

We conclude that the flagellar waveform of free-swimming mouse sperm is not planar but

instead has a substantial Z-plane component produced by waves of Z-plane excursions that

accompany both the principal and reverse bends observed in XY-plane projections. Because

Z-plane waves also are observed for tethered sperm, rolling of sperm around their long axis is

not required for their production.

Fitted data from frame 0 is green, that of frames 3, 6,. . .51 are light black, and those of the

last 2 frames (54 and 57) are heavy gray and black. (C) Time course of the travel of peak Z-

plane excursions down the flagellum. Least-square regression lines report rates of travel. (D)

The flagellum of the same cell (blue) and its projections (black) onto XY-, XZ-, and YZ-planes

at t = 0 s (the first frame of the 4D animation of S3 Movie). (E) (lower panel) Path of the head

of a tethered sperm (green) overlaid on the XY projection of the final frame of a 3s record sam-

pled at 100 Fps; (upper panel) flagellar traces sampled at 100 Fps for the first beat cycle (~0.16

s). First trace is green, final trace blue. (F) Smoothed excursions into the Z-plane reported by

interrogation of the holographic records with x,y coordinates from the traces in the upper

panel of E. Fitted data from frame 1 is green, of frames 3, 5,. . .21 are light black, and those of

last 2 frames (23 and 25) are heavy gray and black.

DHM tracks swimming paths and rolling behavior of mouse sperm

Extraction of Z-plane information for the flagellum (Fig 1) required manual tracing to obtain

x,y coordinates for interrogation of the holographic records. The process was simpler for the

head of the sperm; its larger size and more refractile properties provide a stronger signal which

allows the DHM Koala software to directly track the head in the X-, Y-, and Z-planes. The

tracking is performed frame by frame on numerically calculated projection images of the focal

planes within the reconstruction distance. For a different free-swimming cell (secondary seg-

ment of S1 Movie) Fig 2A–2C show that 14 μm-long axes allowed visualization of all points

along the 2.2s swimming path. Fig 2D is a 3D representation of this path, rotated to view the

approaching sperm head-on. The initial portion of the accompanying S4 Movie animates this

rotation and the path progression. Color coding of the Z-plane excursions emphasizes the

complex, repetitive character of the swimming path.

The head of mouse sperm has assigned dorsal and ventral surfaces (with a dorsal acrosome

and ventral spur). Therefore the head has assigned left and right “cheeks” and the orientation

of the cell can be described as either “right-cheek downmost” (RCh) or “left-cheek downmost”

(LCh). Examination of the time series of reconstructed XY-plane images of the cell of Fig 2A–

2D showed that rolling of the sperm from RCh-downmost to LCh-downmost (and vice versa)

produced transient increases in intensity of light reflected from the sperm head (upper panel

in Fig 2E), consistent with prior work using conventional bright-field microscopy [6]. In addi-

tion, the higher magnification and shorter illumination times used here for DHM allowed

visualization of the chirality of rolling indicated by the curved arrows. Consistently, sperm

Fig 1. Traced XY-Plane projections reveal 4D character of flagellar waveforms of free-swimming and tethered mouse

sperm. (A) (left) Path of a free-swimming sperm (green) overlaid on the reconstructed XY projection of the final frame of the

2.4s holographic record of S1 Movie; (right) Flagellar traces sampled at 50 Fps for the first beat cycle (~0.29 s). First trace

(green), final trace (blue). Waveform envelope (dashed line) is ~17 μm wide. (B) Excursions into the Z-plane reported by

interrogation of the holographic records with the x,y coordinates from the traces in the right panel of A. The Z-plane data

(sampled at 50 Fps) was smoothed by fitting to 7th order polynomials, then plotted against the calculated distance along the XY

projection of the flagellum (Dx,y). The polynomial regression was used to generate a best fit curve from nonlinear data.

Polynomial fits are widely accepted to describe the shape of a flagellar waveform [33–35]. It helps to visualize the data, to

interpolate gaps between data points and to remove noise from the determination of z values (see also S1 Fig).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199678.g001
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Fig 2. Digital holographic imaging also provides 4D description of sperm swimming trajectories and rolling behavior. The path of the

head of another free-swimming mouse sperm with a linear averaged trajectory was projected onto the XY-plane (A), the YZ-plane (B), and the

XZ-plane (C). Equal scaling (14 μm) of all axes. Z-plane excursions are also color coded as indicated by the vertical bar in panel D below. The

2nd segment of S1 Movie is the XY projections of the 2.2s holographic record. (D) A 3D view of the swimming path, red balls indicate path

locations where the cell rolls from “LCh” to “RCh” orientation, blue balls indicate locations where cell rolls “RCh” to “LCh”. (E) (upper panel)

Sperm swimming in 4D
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rolled CCW at the RCh- to LCh-downmost transition, then always followed with a CW roll at

the transition from LCh- to RCh-downmost. In independent, blind trials a panel of 3 observers

assigned the same CW or CCW chiralities to the first 2 rolls occurring for sperm in each of the

same 10 representative video reconstructions of free-swimming sperm. Each observer also

examined rolling over the entire length (1–3 s in duration) of 1 (randomly assigned) video

from the group of 10. All observers reported that CW rolls invariably followed CCW rolls (and

vice versa). We conclude that sperm have a chiral memory.

The sperm examined in the lower panel of Fig 2E remained in the LCh-downmost orienta-

tion for the entire 2.8s recording. As expected from past work [6] it did not show the transient

increases in intensity of reflected light that report rolling. Also as expected from its LCh orien-

tation, its swimming path circled CW (Fig 2F). The Z-plane excursions for this non-rolling cell

were much smaller than for the rolling cell of Fig 2A–2D. Nevertheless, cells tethered at the

head to prevent rolling still show large Z-plane excursions of the flagellum (Fig 1F). This find-

ing is consistent with the observations of movement at low Reynolds numbers where inertial

forces can be neglected. As a consequence the source of all movement including the rotation of

the head is flagellar beating [3, 36].

Comparison of the timing of the transitions between RCh and LCh configurations in Fig 2E

with that of the 3D path profile of Fig 2D revealed that rolling from RCh- to LCh-downmost

occurred at the peak positive excursion into the Z-plane and that LCh- to RCh-downmost roll-

ing occurred at the peak negative excursion into the Z-plane. The timing of these rolling events

are marked by the red and blue circles in Fig 2D. The period between 2 circles of the same

color constitutes a “roll cycle”.

The correlations between rolling events and Z-plane excursions make it somewhat easier to

see the irregularly helical nature of the swimming path. The accompanying S4 Movie animates

a rotation of Fig 2D that allows a clearer viewing of its 3D character. A rolling ball then reiter-

ates the time course of this sequence, showing the CW chirality of the swimming path as

viewed facing the oncoming sperm. Another supporting Movie (S5 Movie), showing an ani-

mation of a free swimming sperm with a clockwise path chirality, provides additional clarifica-

tion of a helical trajectory structure.

Chirality of mouse sperm swimming paths from Procrustes alignments

Although rotation of the matrix of x, y, z coordinates allowed visualization of the chirality of

the swimming path for the cell of Fig 2A–2D, the process was cumbersome and required sub-

jective judgments. Seeking a more automated, objective alternative we turned to Procrustes

alignment, a favored tool for morphometric analysis [37]. Procrustes analysis, named after a

villainous bandit from greek mythology ("the stretcher"), is a statistical method that is used pri-

marily for shape analysis in biological or medical data. The aim is a matching between two or

more shapes via superimposition while a shape is defined as a configuration of data points

(landmarks) organized in a matrix. The analysis is implemented by symmetry operations with

the purpose to minimize the sum of distances (Procrustes distance) between corresponding

data points from each shape. Mathematically, a translation is followed by a rotation and an iso-

tropic rescaling [38]. Fig 3A shows the XY-plane trajectory of the cell of Fig 2A–2D rescaled to

Red and blue bars indicate periods of “RCh” and “LCh” orientation for this cell. The orientation is indeterminate in the short white areas.

Curved arrows indicate CW or CCW rolling around the long axis of the cell. Also shown is the oscillating intensity of light scattered from the

head of the rolling sperm (relative to background from a cell-free area). In the lower panel, a different, non-rolling sperm maintains a LCh

orientation and lacks periodic fluctuations in intensity of reflected light. (F) A 3D view of the circular path of this non-rolling cell. Green ball

marks the starting point. Scale bars 14 μm. Z-plane excursions color coded as in D.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199678.g002
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emphasize that it comprises 4 cycles of rolling from RCh- to LCh-downmost, then back again

(the segments between the red circles). To apply Procrustes alignment (Fig 3B), the beginning

x,y coordinates of each of the indicated cycle segments were translocated to the origin. Then

scaling and rotation were adjusted to maximize similarity of each segment to that of the first

cycle. Finally the adjusted traces were averaged. The similarity of the 3 aligned cycles strongly

indicates that their complex trajectories did not result from random noise. We also note that

each aligned cycle begins with a predominantly CW curvature of the XY-plane path, then

showed a sharp, transient, midpoint transition when the cell rolls from the RCh- to LCh-

downmost configuration.

The averaged aligned trajectories of the 15 cells shown in the 3 panels of Fig 3C differ in

detail, but all show an initial CW curvature with a midpoint transition when the cell rolls to

the LCh configuration. Because the swimming path initially moved downward in the Z-plane

while the cells were in the RCh configuration then moved upward after rolling to the LCh, the

trajectories appear irregularly helical with the CW chirality shown in the animated S4 Movie.

Seeking an objective measure of path chirality, we translated the averaged Procrustes align-

ment for cell 1 of Fig 3C into polar coordinates (Fig 3D) then examined the time course of

changes to its angular component (θ). The time derivative of theta (dθ/dt) then reported how

rapidly the curvature of the path changed and its CW or CCW direction. Fig 3E shows that for

this cell dθ/dt was the largest at the beginning and near the midpoint of the trajectory when

the cell rolls from LCh to RCh and then from RCh to LCh. More importantly, the data of Fig

3F show that the mean dθ/dt for the time course of the averaged Procrustes alignment of cell 1

had a positive value (10.6 ± 2.8 radians/s) indicating a CW chirality. The magnitude of mean

dθ/dt range ranged from 6.5 to 14.6 radians/s for the 10 cells examined in Fig 3F, similar to the

~2-fold range of their estimated flagellar beat frequencies. More importantly, all had positive

values providing quantitative verification that a CW path chirality is a shared property of

mouse sperm examined under the conditions described here.

Flagellar waveforms and path trajectories of free-swimming bull and

human sperm

In videos of a representative free-swimming bull sperm reconstructed from DHM records, the

sperm head showed a linear averaged trajectory with staggering lateral excursions and alternat-

ing periods of forward and retrograde progression (left panel in Fig 4A, initial segment of S6

Movie). Averaged path speeds of 149 ± 12 μm s-1 and progression of 57 ± 12 μm s-1 (n = 27

cells, N = 3) resembled those of mouse sperm examined under similar conditions (path speed

of 168 ± 25 μm s-1 and progression of 43 ± 11 μm s-1, n = 20 cells, N = 5). Comparison of the

left panels of Figs 4A and 1A indicated that trajectories for bull sperm had smaller lateral

excursions than those for mouse sperm, presumably a consequence of their shorter flagella

and more symmetrical flagellar beat. Comparison of the right panels of Figs 4A and 1A shows

that for bull and mouse sperm the envelopes of the flagellar traces had a similar size (~15 μm).

Fig 3. Procrustes alignment of head trajectories reveals conserved chirality of swimming paths. (A) A 3D view of the trajectory of the head of the

free-swimming sperm of Fig 2D. Balls indicate rolling of sperm from LCh to RCh (red) and RCh to LCh (blue). (B) Procrustes alignment of the XY-

plane trajectories for the 3 roll cycles (starting immediately after a RCh to LCh roll, proceeding through a RCh to LCh roll, and continuing until a new

roll then back to RCh) spanning the indicated range of frames for this cell. Black trace is their average. (C) Averaged Procrustes alignments for cells

that rolled CW then CCW during 2–3 roll cycles. Each averaged alignment was translocated to place the initial point at the origin (5 cells in each of

the 3 panels). The curved arrow indicates path chirality judged by visual assessment. (D) The averaged alignment of cell 1 from panel C (also

examined in panels A and B, and in Fig 2) was translocated to place its origin at the mean X and mean Y values, then transformed into polar

coordinates. (E) Time course of the time derivative of the angular component of the transformed alignment (dθ/dt) for cell 1. Red and blue lines and

crosses indicate segments of RCh and LCh orientation. (F) Determined dθ/dt (mean ± s.e.m.) for 10 cells from panel C (same color coding).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199678.g003
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Fig 4. Holographic imaging provides 4D descriptions of flagellar waveform and swimming trajectories of bull sperm.

(A) (left) Path of the head of a free-swimming bull sperm (green) overlaid on the XY projection of the final frame of a 1.8s

holographic record sampled at 100 Fps, scale bars 25 μm; (right) flagellar traces sampled at 50 Fps for the first 2 beat cycles

(~0.5 s). First trace (green), final trace (blue). Waveform envelope ~25 μm. (B) Z-plane excursions, by interrogation of the

holographic records with x,y coordinates from the traces in right panel of A. Z-plane data sampled from alternate frames,

smoothed by fitting to 7th order polynomials, plotted against calculated distance along the XY projection of the flagellum

Sperm swimming in 4D
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The matrix of x,y coordinates for the flagellar traces of Fig 4A allowed extraction of the cor-

responding Z-plane coordinates. Fig 4B shows that, as for mouse sperm, the size of bull sperm

flagellar Z-plane excursions (~15 μm) was similar to that of the flagellar envelope in the XY-

plane, and that Z-plane excursions traveled as waves down the flagellum.

Also like mouse sperm, bull sperm have a highly refractile head which produces periodic

increases in intensity of reflected light when the cell rolls (Fig 4C and initial segment of S6

Movie). Unlike mouse sperm, bull sperm (and sperm of most other eutherian mammals) do

not have distinguishable dorsal and ventral surfaces under the DHM setup, so it was not possi-

ble to assign chirality to the rolls that could be seen by visual examination and whose dynamics

were reported by increases in the intensity of the optical signal.

Fig 4D is a 3D representation of the path of the head of the sperm of Fig 4A–4C, shown

with equal X- and Y-axes. An expanded Z-axis and rotation of the viewing angle were chosen

to show that the timing of the peak intensity signals (Fig 4C) correlated alternately with locally

maximal positive Z-plane excursions (light circles) and locally maximal negative Z-plane

excursions (heavy circles). If bull sperm also possess the chiral memory found for mouse

sperm in Fig 2, then these open and closed circles would also mark alternating CW and CCW

rolling and counter-rolling events.

Fig 4E applied Procrustes alignments to the indicated segments of the XY-plane path trajec-

tory that spanned 2 intensity peaks, signaling 2 rolling events, and which together formed a

roll cycle. The average of the alignments indicated that the XY-plane trajectory curved CW for

those segments which occurred after a maximal positive Z-plane excursion. Such CW curva-

ture indicates that the path of this bull sperm had a CW chirality, like that of mouse sperm (Fig

3C and 3D).

In contrast to the linear averaged trajectory of the cell of Fig 4A–4E, the cell of Fig 4F com-

pleted a circular (~120 μm diameter) trajectory during ~7s of a 10s recording (second segment

of S6 Movie). In the initial portion of this record (heavy green line, middle panel of Fig 4F) the

path speed was 122 ± 4 μm s-1. The intensity of reflected light (lower panel) showed no peri-

odic oscillations, consistent with an absence of rolling. We conclude that, as for mouse sperm,

an absence of rolling allowed the slightly asymmetrical flagellar beat of bull sperm to produce a

circular trajectory.

The 3D representation of the path of the sperm head (upper panel of Fig 4F) shows that Z-

plane excursions for this circling cell were much smaller in size (nearly all are steps of 1.4 μm

above or below the mean Z axis location) than for the cell with a linear trajectory (Fig 4A–4D).

Because many of the indicated excursions spanned only a single time point, it is likely that they

resulted from random noise. The technique of digital holographic microscopy features a

numerical processing of holograms for the reconstruction of quantitative phase images. This

calculation allows to compensate experimental noise such as time drift or vibration [39]. In

addition to that, there are no lens aberrations apparent. A possible source of noise can be a

weak contrast of the specimen, for example of the tip of the flagellum, which affects directly

(Dx,y). Data from frame 0 is green, from frames 2, 4, . . .46 are black, from frames 48 and 50 heavy gray and black. (C)

Rotated version of the time course of swimming path in green with its regression line in red, scale bars 25 μm (upper

panel). Vertical arrows show alignment with peaks in the intensity of light scattered from the head (relative to cell-free

background, lower panel) intensity. (D) 3D view of swimming path of sperm head, green circle marks beginning, light

and heavy circles mark locally-maximal positive and negative Z-plane excursions. X,Y, and Z scales 140, 140, and 14 μm.

(E) Procrustes alignment of indicated path segments, black is averaged alignment. Light circle marks origin, heavy circle

marks midpoint of the averaged alignment. (F) 3D view of the circular path of another cell projected onto the XY-plane

(upper panel), green circle marks beginning. The middle panel shows XY-plane projection of the swimming path (X and

Y scales 140 μm, Z scale 14 μm). Lower panel, time course of optical signal from the head during initial 1.5 s path segment

(heavy green in middle panel).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199678.g004
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the signal to noise ratio. The limited frame rate of the camera in correlation with the velocity

of the sperm can also cause an aberration. Finally, the reconstruction itself defines the number

of possible z values and therefore the z resolution.

Fig 5A (left) shows the track of the centroid of the head of a typical human sperm superim-

posed on the final frame of the video record of its time-series of reconstructed images (third

segment in S6 Movie). Tracking of this cell indicated a path speed of 47 ± 2 μm s-1 (overall

average = 64 ± 11 μm s-1, n = 20 cells) and progression of 13 μm s-1 (overall average = 20 ±
6 μm s-1). Fig 5A (right) shows traces from the first flagellar beat cycle (~0.14 s, corresponding

Fig 5. Holographic imaging provides 4D description of flagellar waveform and swimming trajectories of human sperm. (A) (left panel) Path of the head

of a free-swimming human sperm (green) overlaid on the XY projection of the final frame of a 2.5s holographic record sampled at 100 Fps; (right panel)

Flagellar traces sampled at 50 Fps for the first beat cycles (~0.29 s). First trace (green), final trace (blue). Waveform envelope is ~15 μm. (B) Excursions into

the Z-plane reported by interrogation of the holographic records with the x,y coordinates from the traces in the right panel of A. The Z-plane data sampled at

50 Fps was smoothed by fitting to 7th order polynomials, then plotted against the calculated distance along the XY projection of the flagellum (Dx,y). Fitted

data from frame 1 is green, that of frames 3, 5, . . .55 are black, and that of frames 57 and 59 are heavy gray and black. (C) (Upper panel) A rotated version of

the time course of swimming path in green with its regression line of the trajectory in red, scale bars are 25 μm. (Lower panel) Time course of relative

intensity of light scattered from the head. (D) A 3D view of the swimming path of the sperm head, green circle marks beginning, light and heavy circles mark

locally maximal positive and negative Z-plane excursions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199678.g005
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to a beat frequency of ~7 Hz) which indicated that the flagellar beat envelope was ~10 μm for

most of its length. The flagellar Z-plane locations, obtained using the x,y coordinate matrix

from a longer series of flagellar traces, showed traveling waves of Z-plane excursions (Fig 5B)

whose size was also ~10 μm.

Human sperm have heads that are quite variable in morphology [40] and that have more

refractile surfaces than those of mouse and bull sperm. Those properties create more variability

in the optical signals produced by rolling. The dynamic range of these signals (lower panel in

Fig 5C) was also smaller than the optical signals from mouse and bull (Figs 2E and 4C) and

their alignment with changes in path trajectory (upper panel in Fig 5C) was more difficult to

see.

Fig 5D is a 3D representation of the initial 1 s of the path of the head of the sperm of Fig

5A–5C, shown with equal X,Y, and Z axes. Rotation of the viewing angle was chosen to show

the timing of the maximal positive Z-plane excursions (light circles) and maximal negative Z-

plane excursions (heavy circles). Without a more direct indication of rolling we have not

attempted to assign chirality to the swimming path. No circular paths were observed for any of

the 20 cells tracked in this study. Therefore, we could not show that an absence of rolling cor-

related with circular swimming paths for human sperm.

In summary, analysis of the swimming behavior of mouse sperm is most informative. Anal-

ysis of bull sperm swimming behavior indicates strong similarities to that of mouse sperm.

With currently available methodology, analysis of human sperm swimming behavior is more

difficult and less informative, but represents a starting point for future exploration.

Discussion

Currently we have quite detailed knowledge of the architecture of the mammalian sperm fla-

gellum and of the 9+2 axoneme that drives it [23, 25, 41, 42]. However, we know much less

about how this machinery initiates and propagates the flagellar wave [8, 9, 11, 12, 43–45]. In

fact, until now we have lacked a detailed picture of the flagellar waveform itself. The present

work applies high-speed DHM to the beating flagellum of mouse, bull, and human sperm and

provides quantitative descriptions of the 3D flagellar waveforms and their dynamics.

Although early work recognized that sperm flagellar waveforms are not entirely planar [46,

47], the size of excursions out of the XY-plane was only estimated from the loss of focus

observed with high numerical aperture objectives [48–50] or from the width of the intensity

maxima along line scans across the flagellum [34]. With DHM we now see that the flagella of

free-swimming sperm make waves of excursions into the Z-plane that have approximately the

same amplitude as the waves in the XY-plane. We also see that initiation of flagellar Z-plane

waves coincides with initiation of the principal and reverse flagellar bends in the XY-plane,

and that the Z-plane waves travel at constant speed down the flagellum. These new, quantita-

tive findings will place supplemental constraints on proposals to explain the basis of flagellar

bend formation.

We also find that Z-plane waves are still produced by mouse sperm which are prevented

from rolling by tethering of their heads to the chamber surface. Therefore, production of Z-

plane waves is not constrained by rolling of sperm around its long axis. If the torsion required

for rolling results from the travel of the Z-plane waves down the flagellum, then that torque

should be present and measurable at the head of the tethered sperm. Allen [51] has described

atomic force microscopy techniques that may be applicable to such measurements.

We show that for those free-swimming mouse sperm which do roll, each roll produces a

transient increase in intensity of the light reflected from the sperm head. That optical signal

serves as a useful marker of the timing of rolling events observed here in reconstructed
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projection images and in previous work [3, 6] using conventional microscopic imaging. Moni-

toring the chirality of the rolling events by eye, we find that CW and CCW rolling alternate to

form a roll-counter-roll cycle. The higher numerical aperture objectives used here provide

more certainty to the assignments of the chirality of rolling than to the assignments made in

that previous work. However, a less subjective, quantitative method still remains desirable.

Ishijima and coworkers studied the special case of sperm swimming vertically upwards

against a coverslip. In one report [48] 76% of the heads of hamster sperm rolled CCW. Similar

proportions of bull and human sperm also rolled CCW. However, another study [52] found

that most hamster sperm rolled CW as seen from the anterior. For mouse sperm also swim-

ming upward against a coverslip, Woolley [53] reported that all rolled CW. That finding con-

trasts with our observations that for free-swimming mouse sperm each CW roll is followed by

a CCW roll and vice versa. An explanation for these different findings is not apparent. Perhaps

head-on encounters with the coverslip selectively suppress CW or CCW rolling.

To explain the consistently alternating pattern of CW and CCW rolls observed for mouse

sperm, we propose that the sperm have a chiral memory which stores a portion of the torque

that is required for rolling for reuse in the following counter-roll. Early work with sea urchin

sperm also indicated the presence of a chiral memory. Specifically, Gibbons and coworkers

[54] saw that when the sperm head was held in the tip of a vibrating micropipette, the natural

plane of the flagellar beat changed to that of the plane of imposed vibration. When the vibra-

tion ceased after several complete revolutions of the vibration plane, the flagellar beat plane

then spontaneously “unwound” back to the initial, natural plane of the beat [55, 56]. Those

observations suggested the presence of an elastic restraining force. If such elastic forces in sea

urchin and mouse sperm have a common basis, then the responsible component(s) must not

reside in the outer fibers or fibrous sheath which are absent from echinoderm sperm.

Although the present study is the first to apply digital holographic imaging to examine

swimming paths of mouse and bull sperm, holographic imaging was used in previous high-

throughput studies of the paths of human [28] and horse [26, 27] sperm. That past work

reported that “planar” trajectories were mostly found for those sperm (~40% of the popula-

tion) near the boundaries of the chamber. It seems likely that such trajectories are segments of

the circular swimming paths that we find for non-rolling sperm. In previous findings we could

show, that non rolling mouse sperm remain either on the left or the right cheek. Through the

asymmetrical shape of the mouse sperm head those sperm become circular swimmers with

either a CW (left cheek orientation) or CCW (right cheek orientation) [6]. Another ~25% of

the population were described as having “twisted ribbon” trajectories which the authors recog-

nized as helicoid surfaces. The irregular helical trajectories that we observe for the most free-

swimming sperm probably also would fall on, or near, such helicoid surfaces. Modeling of heli-

coid trajectories remains to be explored.

Nosrati and coworkers [7, 57] found that some bull and human sperm produced near-field

fluorescence signals whose origin was attributed to planar flagellar waves of cells swimming

within 1 μm of the chamber surface. However, we find that the flagella of free-swimming bull

sperm, like those of the mouse, produce traveling waves of excursions into the Z-plane. We

show that these Z-plane excursions persist even when mouse sperm are tethered at the head to

the chamber surface. Although tethered bull and human sperm were not observed with the

protocols used here, it is likely that Z-plane excursions will also be shown to persist when pro-

tocols become available to tether bull and human sperm. If so, then either some free-swim-

ming sperm of bull and human have the ability to suppress flagellar Z-plane excursions, or the

near-field signals have been misinterpreted.

The swimming behavior of the green algae Chlamydomonas also has been much studied. It

uses a breaststroke waveform of its two flagella to pull the cell body towards brighter
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illumination. Recent work by Geyer and coworkers [43] showed that the breaststroke wave-

form has separable static and dynamic components. As viewed in XY-plane projections, the

dynamic component is a traveling wave that provides propulsion and the static component is a

circular arc that controls swimming direction. A flash of high intensity light evokes an avoid-

ance response produced by suppression of the static component, which converts the breast-

stroke waveform to a symmetric sinusoidal waveform that pushes the cell away from the

source of the noxious stimulus.

For sperm, the XY-plane projections of the flagellar waves are quite sinusoidal under the

“resting conditions” used in the present study, indicating that the dynamic component of the

waveform dominates. Sperm produce a much more asymmetric waveform after exposure to

“capacitating conditions” [6, 14] which apparently evoke a Ca2+-mediated engagement of the

static component of the waveform. Permeabilized or excised flagella retain the ability of Ca2+

to modulate waveform asymmetry [58], indicating that Ca2+ acts on a component of axoneme

itself. The molecular identity of the Ca2+-sensitive component(s) is not known.

The static and dynamic components of the algal flagellar waveform can be separated geneti-

cally. The dynamic component exists in the absence of the static component for the Chlamydo-
monas mbo2 mutant [43]. Similarly, sperm of CatSper-null mice have a sinusoidal waveform

with low asymmetry, but do not develop the highly asymmetric hyperactivated waveform [14].

Hence the various CatSper-null mutants could be considered as “waveform phenocopies” of

the mbo2 mutant, even though the sperm and algae mutants almost certainly disrupt expres-

sion of unrelated target proteins.

It has not been shown that Chlamydomonas flagella make waves of Z-plane excursions like

those that travel down the sperm flagellum, as shown here. The smaller size and faster beat fre-

quency of the algae flagella (and of motile cilia found elsewhere) probably will prevent exami-

nation by holographic imaging using currently available instruments. Meanwhile, the issue of

waveform propagation has been addressed by 2D modeling studies based on various predic-

tions of how mechanical forces generated by axoneme act to regulate its motor proteins [59].

The results indicated that a curvature control model with axonemal twist produced the best fit

to the waveforms observed for both the algae and for bull sperm. This led to the conclusion

that the dynein motors drive both sliding of adjacent microtubule doublets and generate tor-

sional forces that twist the axoneme, thereby creating a nonplanar component of the wave-

form. Our work here provides measurements of the magnitude and dynamics of the Z-plane

excursions presumably produced by such twisting.

In summary, DHM has given us new quantitative insights into both the flagellar waveform

and the swimming behavior of sperm. Application of DHM to mouse sperm has been particu-

larly informative, opening new areas for exploration of how sperm generate, store, and reuse

the torsional forces that underlie the flagellar waveform.

Materials and methods

Chemicals

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

Sperm preparation and media

After isoflurane anesthesia and cervical dislocation of NMRI mice (Charles River Labs, Wil-

mington DE, USA), cauda epididymides and vasa deferentia were excised and sperm released

and processed as described previously [6]. Briefly, sperm were allowed to swim out into

medium HS (in mM: 135 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 20 Hepes, 5 glucose, 10 DL-lactic

acid and 10 pyruvic acid, pH 7.4) for 20 min at 37˚C and 5% CO2. After two washing steps
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(sedimentation for 3 min at 400 x g) sperm were resuspended to a final concentration of 1–2 x

107 cells/ml in HS medium with or without 5 mg/ml BSA and stored at RT. Bovine ejaculated

sperm, collected from a Holstein Friesian bull (HB-No 678525), were the generous gift of Rin-

der-Union West eG (Münster, Germany), and transported from a local branch facility to our

lab within 2 h of collection. A panel of 3 donors provided ejaculated human sperm, collected

under approved ethical protocols and allowed to liquefy at RT. Ehtical approval was obtained

from the local ethical committee of the medical faculty (University of Duisburg-Essen, file no.

14-5748-BO). The proportions of motile bull and human sperm were increased by a swim-up

procedure. Briefly, 1 ml of ejaculate was overlaid with 4 ml HS and incubated 1 h at 37˚C and

5% CO2. Motile sperm were sampled from the overlaid medium. Aliquots of the preparations

were transferred to 20 μm or 100 μm deep chamber slides (Leja, Nieuw-Vennep, Netherlands).

All imaging was conducted within 3 h after sample preparation. Mouse and bull sperm were

imaged at 20x and human sperm at 40x magnification (referring to the objective lens).

Holographic imaging

The digital holographic microscope DHM™ T-1000 (Lyncée Tec SA, Lausanne, Switzerland)

operates in off-axis transmission mode [30, 60]. Its components include a 666 nm laser diode

source, 10x/0.3 NA, 20x/0.4 NA and 40x/0.6 NA objectives, and a Basler avA1000-100gm

CCD camera (Basler AG, Ahrensburg, Germany). Factory applied calibrations state system

resolutions of 3.7466 and 7.4931 pixels/μm using the supplied 20x and 40x objectives. The

supplied, proprietary Koala (V6) and open-source Spyder software allow offline processing

of the stored holographic images. Koala numerically calculates XY-plane projection images

of the specimen at various focal planes [30, 60]. With the aid of custom-designed Spyder

scripts, Koala also is able to track the heads of sperm and report X-, Y-, and Z-plane coordi-

nates for the identified trajectories. In some cases the centroid of the head and its associated

intensity also were monitored using the Manual Tracking plug-in of the MBF Collection for

Image J. Determination of X-, Y-, and Z-plane coordinates for the sperm flagellum required

preliminary frame-by-frame tracing of the flagellar image in stacks of reconstructed XY pro-

jections using a macro written in the Igor Pro™ (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego OR, USA) pro-

gramming environment. A script prepared in Spyder then allowed interrogation of Koala

with the flagellar x,y coordinate matrix to obtain the associated Z-plane coordinates. The dis-

tance along the flagellum in the XY projections (Dx,y) was determined geometrically from

adjacent pairs of x,y coordinates.

Image analysis

Time series of reconstructed XY projection images (8-bit TIFF format, 100 Fps) were main-

tained in the 800 x 800 pixel format native to the recording camera. Before tracing of the flagel-

lar images in a copy of the time series, auto-adjustments of image contrast and brightness were

applied in ImageJ. For tracking of cell trajectories and monitoring of the intensity of the head

centroid, the unadjusted time series was cropped to a rectangular field of view that excluded

areas outside of the envelope of the cell trajectory. For production of the associated supporting

videos, the stack of cropped images received auto-adjustments of image contrast and bright-

ness in ImageJ prior to storage in AVI format using JPEG compression.

Visualization of the sperm flagellum in 4D used a custom-designed Spyder script provided

by Lyncée Tec SA. Visualization of sperm swimming trajectories in 4D used the Gizmo func-

tion of IgorPro. IgorPro functions also produced Procrustes alignments and visualization of

path trajectories in polar coordinates. All experiments were made at room temperature.
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Statistics

Numerical results are presented as mean ± s.e.m. with n = number of determinations and

N = number of independent experiments.

Supporting information

S1 Movie. Periodic rolling of sperm cells. A free-swimming mouse sperm as seen in a 2.6s

time series of reconstructed projections onto the XY-plane (100 Fps, auto-enhanced brightness

and contrast), followed by a 2.3s time series from another free swimming sperm. These Avis

for the cells from Fig 1A–1D and Fig 2A–2E, illustrate periodic rolling of the cell between RCh

to LCh configurations.

(AVI)

S2 Movie. Z-plane excursions of sperm cells. Animation of the passage of smoothed flagelllar

Z-plane waves traveling down the flagellum during ~2 beat cycles of the cell from Fig 1. Suc-

cessive frames add data sampled from every other frame as in Fig 1B. First trace is green, last

trace is heavy black, penultimate trace is heavy grey. The time stamp indicates elapsed time.

(AVI)

S3 Movie. 3D projection of sperm flagellum. The sperm flagellum in 4D as shown in an ani-

mation of the 3D projection of Fig 1D (blue trace) and its projections onto the XY, XZ, and YZ

planes. Sampling 100 Fps. The traveling waves of Z-plane excursions are easily seen.

(AVI)

S4 Movie. Reconstructed trajectory of a sperm cell. An animated rotation of the recon-

structed trajectory of the cell of Fig 2D to more clearly show its 3D character. After 2 complete

revolutions, the pitch is then adjusted to optimally show the trajectory as viewed facing the

approaching cell head-on. Finally, a rolling ball traces the time course of the trajectory, illus-

trating its CW chirality.

(AVI)

S5 Movie. Animation of the helical trajectory of a sperm cell. Animated trajectory of a free

swimming bull sperm during a 2.5 sec sequence. The sequence is shown twice in different per-

spectives. A green ball locates the head of the sperm and the color code of the trajectory dis-

plays the z value. A green helix that follows the path and a projection on a polar coordinate

system in the top left corner of the video point out the clockwise chirality of the path.

(AVI)

S6 Movie. Reconstructed DHM projections of bull and human sperm. Shows 100 Fps time

series of reconstructed projections onto the XY-plane for 3 sperm. The first segment is for the

free-swimming bull sperm of Fig 4A–4E, illustrating periodic rolling of cell around its long

axis. The second segment shows another free-swimming bull sperm, the non-rolling sperm of

Fig 4F. The third segment shows a free-swimming human sperm, the cell of Fig 5A–5D. Oscil-

lations in intensity of the head indicate periodic rolling of the cell around its long axis.

(AVI)

S1 Fig. Polynomial regression analysis of z-plane excursions. A polynomial regression

proves to fit z plane excursion data adequately. The figure shows the first frames of Fig 1B as

Z-plane excursions smoothed by a 7th order polynomial. According to Fig 1B, the first frame 0

is green. The data is overlapped with markers that show the unfitted data in their respective

color.

(TIF)
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